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Abstract
Methodologies for determining eukaryotic Transcription Start Sites (TSS) rely on the selection of the
5’ canonical cap structure of Pol-II transcripts and are consequently ignoring entire classes of TSS
derived from other RNA polymerases which play critical roles in various cell functions. To overcome
this limitation, we developed ReCappable-seq and identified TSS from Pol-lI and non-Pol-II transcripts
at nucleotide resolution. Applied to the human transcriptome, ReCappable-seq identifies Pol-II TSS
with higher specificity than CAGE and reveals a rich landscape of TSS associated notably with Pol-III
transcripts which have been previously not possible to study on a genome-wide scale. Novel TSS
consistent with non-Pol-II transcripts can be found in the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. By
identifying TSS derived from all RNA-polymerases, ReCappable-seq reveals distinct epigenetic marks
among Pol-lI and non-Pol-II TSS and provides a unique opportunity to concurrently interrogate the
regulatory landscape of coding and non-coding RNA.
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Introduction

Current methods to characterize transcriptomes such as whole
transcriptome shotgun sequencing (RNA-seq) [1] fall short in
providing accurate descriptions of transcriptional landmarks
such as Transcription Start Sites (TSS), termination sites and
isoform composition. The identification of TSS is essential
to study gene regulation because it permits the association
between RNA transcription and the underlying genomic land-
marks such as promoters and histone marks. Alternative TSS
have been detected in more than 50% of human genes [2] driv-
ing most of the transcript isoforms differences across tissues
[3]. Genomic positions of alternative TSS are often found
within other isoforms of the same gene, confounding their
detection using conventional RNA-seq.

To date Cap Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE)[4] is
considered the best performing and the most extensively used
technology for mRNA TSS determination in eukaryotes [5].
CAGE offers a detailed view of the eukaryotic TSS land-
scape derived from the RNA polymerase II (Pol-II) by specifi-
cally capturing the canonical cap structure of Pol-II-derived
transcripts. Likewise, other methods for TSS determination
based on template switching [6] or enzymatic removal of non-
capped ends [7] identify only Pol-II-derived TSS. Inherent
to the principle of targeting canonical cap structures, these

methods entirely exclude the large number of TSS derived
from eukaryotic RNA polymerase I (Pol-I), RNA polymerase
III (Pol-III) and mitochondrial RNA polymerase (POLRMT)
which produce uncapped non-coding RNA. These uncapped
primary transcripts display a 5’ triphosphate identical to the
5’ ends of prokaryotic primary transcripts. With the growing
body of literature highlighting the key role of non-coding
RNA in regulating biological processes and diseases [8], it is
crucial that a technology be available that comprehensively
identifies TSS for all eukaryotic RNA polymerases.

We have previously developed Cappable-seq to identify
TSS in prokaryotic species [9]. Cappable-seq is based on
the ability of the Vaccinia Capping Enzyme (VCE) to add
a biotinylated guanosine to 5’ triphosphorylated RNA. Ap-
plied to eukaryotes, Cappable-seq would identify transcripts
derived from Pol-I, Pol-III and POLRMT (generally defined
as non-Pol-II transcripts) but would miss Pol-II transcripts.
In this study, we have adapted Cappable-seq to also iden-
tify canonical G-capped transcripts derived from Pol-II. To
achieve this, we used the property of the yeast scavenger de-
capping enzyme (yDcpS) to decap capped RNA [10] leaving a
di-phosphorylated 5’ end that can be recapped by the vaccinia
capping enzyme [11], hence the name ReCappable-seq. Thus,
ReCappable-seq can identify TSS for RNA transcripts derived
from all RNA polymerases. Further stratification in the TSS
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identification can be obtained by comparing the ReCappable-
seq dataset with an additional ReCappable-seq dataset de-
rived from RNA which has been first dephosphorylated using
calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP). The comparison
of those two datasets permits the discrimination between the
CIP-resistant capped 5’ ends and the CIP-sensitive triphospho-
rylated 5’ ends, effectively differentiating Pol-II versus non
Pol-II TSS. Furthermore, the sequencing of a control library
for which the streptavidin enrichment step has been omitted
allows the refinement of positions into high confidence TSS.

We applied ReCappable-seq to the transcriptome of the
A549 human cancer cell line and identified 33,468 and 5,269
high confidence Pol-II and non-Pol-II TSS respectively. Pol-II
TSS identified by ReCappable-seq are in good agreement with
CAGE TSS with 76% of ReCappable-seq TSS located within
5bp of a CAGE TSS. Furthermore, ReCappable-seq shows an
increased specificity for cap structures compared to CAGE,
generating fewer false positive TSS particularly for highly
expressed genes. Among the non-Pol-II TSS, we detected
the known Pol-I TSS located upstream of the annotated 45S
RNA locus and 2 out of the 3 known mitochondrial TSS.
Recappable-seq also identified TSS for more than 80% of
the known Pol-III transcripts with unprecedented granularity.
Importantly, ReCappable-seq detected thousands of novel
non-Pol-II TSS revealing a rich landscape of the non-coding
primary transcriptome.

Results

ReCappable-seq

We have developed ReCappable-seq (Figure 1a) to compre-
hensively identify TSS of all eukaryotic genes transcribed by
Pol-I, Pol-II, Pol-III and POLRMT RNA polymerases. We
used the Vaccinia Capping Enzyme (VCE) which can add a
biotinylated G-cap structure to either a 5’ triphosphate or 5’
diphosphate RNA and has been used previously to identify
TSS and primary transcripts in prokaryotes [9] [12] [13]. In
eukaryotes the 5’ ends of transcripts derived from Pol-II are
capped and therefore cannot be directly biotinylated with VCE.
In order to include transcripts containing a canonical cap struc-
ture characteristic of Pol-II transcripts, we performed a prior
decapping reaction to render capped RNA 5’ ends amenable
to capping by VCE. For this reaction, we used the property of
the yDcpS decapping enzyme to hydrolyze the phosphodiester
bond between the gamma and beta phosphates of the G-cap
[11]. The reaction leaves a diphosphate-terminated 5’ end
that can be recapped by VCE with a biotinylated GTP deriva-
tive. Importantly, cap0 and cap1 as well as m7Gpppm6A and
m7Gpppm6Am were all found to be suitable substrates for
yDcpS [11] indicating that transcripts containing canonical
G-cap structures can be recapped and sequenced.

We first tested whether an endogenous capped transcript
such as ACTB can be recovered using the enrichment strategy
of ReCappable-seq. RT-qPCR results reveal nearly quantita-
tive recovery of ACTB transcripts after streptavidin enrich-
ment, while 18S ribosomal RNA is essentially depleted (Fig-
ure 1b). Importantly, if the decapping step is omitted, only a
small fraction of ACTB transcript is recovered, demonstrating
the requirement of the yDcpS decapping step for efficiently
recovering capped transcripts (Figure 1b). These RT-qPCR
results indicate that this approach greatly enriches capped
transcripts as compared to processed RNAs such as ribosomal
RNA (rRNA).

Thus, ReCappable-seq permits both the G-capped mRNAs
from Pol-II and the 5’ triphosphate RNAs from Pol-I, Pol- III
and POLRMT (non-Pol-II) to be tagged with a biotin labelled
cap. These tagged RNAs can be enriched using streptavidin
and sequenced using direct adaptor ligation and short read,
high throughput sequencing resulting in genome-wide identi-
fication of TSS derived from all RNA polymerases at single
nucleotide resolution.

Genome-wide identification of TSS in human lung
cells

We applied ReCappable-seq to 5 microgram of total RNA
isolated from human A549 cells. In order to evaluate the
reproducibility of ReCappable-seq, we performed technical
replicates and sequenced the resulting libraries using Illu-
mina sequencing platform yielding approximately 32 million
single end reads per library that were mapped to the human
genome using STAR (Materials and Methods)[14]. In paral-
lel, we used RNA from the same sample for CAGE analysis
in order to obtain data for comparisons (see below Compar-
ing the performance of ReCappable-seq to CAGE). Analysis
of the ReCappable-seq technical replicates reveals a high
correlation (Pearson corr=0.96, P-value < 2.2e-16) between
replicates at single nucleotide resolution (Supplementary Fig-
ure 1a) demonstrating a high reproducibility of the technique.
ReCappable-seq replicates were combined and downsampled
to 63 million mappable reads for consistency with subsequent
analysis.

The percentage of mapped reads from processed rRNA
drops from 74% in the unenriched control libraries to only
3% in the ReCappable-seq libraries (Supplementary Figure
2a). In eukaryotes, rRNAs are formed by the processing of a
single pre-rRNA 45S transcript to form the mature 18S, 5.8S
and 28S rRNAs [15]. Because the processed rRNA accounts
for the vast majority of the RNA in the cell, their depletion
in ReCappable-seq libraries is an indicator of the specificity
of ReCappable-seq for primary transcripts that have retained
their original 5’ end structure (G-cap or triphosphate). These
results further demonstrate that ReCappable-seq efficiently
removes transcripts with processed or degraded 5’ends.
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Figure 1. ReCappable-seq. a. Principle of ReCappable-seq. Enrichment of primary RNA transcripts containing 5’ ends
originating from either a cap structure (Gppp) or a triphosphate (ppp). Samples can either be enriched for both capped (Pol-II)
and triphosphorylated (non-Pol-II) transcripts (1) or first dephosphorylated and enriched for only capped (Pol-II) transcripts (2).
B denotes a desthiobiotin labelled cap structure. See text for details. b. RT-qPCR assay measuring the recovery after
streptavidin enrichment of 18S rRNA (left panel) and the protein coding transcript for ACTB (right panel) with (blue) or
without (orange) the decapping step. c. Example of a Pol-II TSS in the GAPDH locus: the same positions (highlighted in red)
are found in the CAGE dataset. CIP treatment intensifies the signal, consistent with a Pol-II TSS. d. Example of Pol-III TSS
corresponding to the start of two Vault RNAs (Vault RNA 1-1 and Vault RNA 1-2) located on Chr.5. The positions (highlighted
in red) are missing in the CAGE dataset. CIP treatment reduces the signal, consistent with non-Pol-II TSS. In c. and d. the
panels correspond to ReCappable-seq, CIP-Recappable-seq, CAGE and RNA-seq (A549 rRNA-depleted RNA-seq) read
coverage. The four bottom panels correspond to read density from public ENCODE DNase-seq done on A549 cells.

As expected, mapped reads are found near the 5’ end of
annotated protein coding transcripts (Supplementary Figure
2c) as well as non-coding transcripts known to be transcribed
by Pol-III (see Figure 1c and 1d for examples) suggesting high
specificity of this methodology for all TSS. To further inves-
tigate the specificity of ReCappable-seq for primary 5’ ends,
we tested ReCappable-seq on highly degraded RNA samples
obtained by magnesium ion-mediated fragmentation. RNA
degradation has been proven to be challenging for the deter-
mination of TSS because the vast majority of the 5’ends are
generated from fragmentation and do not correspond to TSS.
Only a small minority of fragments have a cap or triphosphate
characteristic of 5’ ends of primary transcripts. Thus, results
from these samples are informative in accurately estimating
the specificity of ReCappable-seq for capped and triphosphate
ends.

The profile of mapped reads demonstrates a very good
correlation between pre-fragmented replicates (Supplemen-
tary Figure 1b) and pre-fragmented and intact starting material
(Pearson corr=0.76, P-value < 2.2e-16, Supplementary Figure
2b and d). Furthermore reads from pre-fragmented material
are predominantly mapping to the start of annotated genes
consistent with the positioning of TSS (Supplementary Figure
2c). Importantly, reads derived from processed rRNA drop
from 65% in the unenriched control libraries to 1.3% in the
ReCappable-seq libraries from pre-fragmented RNA (Supple-
mentary Figure 2a). Thus, ReCappable-seq is not affected
by the large excess of uncapped 5’ ends as the result of frag-
mentation, and genuine primary 5’ ends were predominant
in the ReCappable-seq libraries. Together, these results show
that ReCappable-seq performs equally well on intact and frag-
mented RNA, adding further support to its high specificity for
identifying 5’ends of primary RNA transcripts.
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Figure 2. a. Summary of sequencing experiments: Experiments were performed resulting in 3 dataset types: ReCappable-seq
(ALL), CIP treated ReCappable-seq (CIP), and unenriched control for which the streptavidin step has been omitted (Ct). ALL
corresponds to ReCappable-seq and defines 42,988 TSS. Comparison of ALL with Ct enables the definition of 38,737 high
confidence (HC) TSS. Comparison of HC with CIP enables the definition of high confidence Pol-II TSS (33,468) and the high
confidence non-Pol-II TSS (5,269). b. 42,988 candidate TSS positions distributed according to the ratio between ALL and Ct (x
axis) and the ratio between ALL and CIP (y axis). Dotted lines define 4 quadrants as follows : ALL ÷ CIP less than 4 (pol-II
TSS), ALL ÷ CIP above or equal to 4 (non-Pol-II TSS), ALL ÷ Ct above or equal to 1 (high confidence TSS) and ALL ÷ Ct
less than 1 (false positive TSS). Color of the TSS denotes the ratio between ALL and CAGE with red (enriched in CAGE
relative to ReCappable-seq), blue (depleted in CAGE relative to ReCappable-seq).

Classification of TSS into Pol II and non-Pol II TSS

Candidate TSS were identified and quantified at single nu-
cleotide resolution using the TSS analysis pipeline (Materials

and Methods). In short, candidate TSS are defined as posi-
tions in the genome where the number of 5’ ends of the reads
mapping to those single nucleotide positions is above a de-
fined threshold (TSS tags per million (TPM) greater or equal
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to 1) with TPM reflecting the strength of the TSS (see Materi-
als and Methods for more details). From 63 million primary
mappable reads, a total of 42,988 candidate TSS (TPM >=1)
were identified genomewide.

To evaluate the specificity of ReCappable-seq in capturing
cap and triphosphate structures, we constructed unenriched
control libraries (Ct) for which the streptavidin enrichment
step was omitted (Figure 2a). We calculated an enrichment
score for each candidate TSS by dividing the TPM in the
ReCappable-seq libraries with the TPM in the Ct library for
each position. Candidate TSS depleted (ratio less than 1) in the
ReCappable-seq library are considered false positives (Figure
2b). The enriched candidate TSS (ratio equal to or greater
than 1, Figure 2b quadrant II and IV) are considered high
confidence TSS. We found 38,737 (90.1%) of the candidate
TSS were high confidence indicating that the majority of the
TSS identified by ReCappable-seq alone are true positives.
Unless otherwise stated, below we refer to the high confidence
TSS as TSS.

To enable the discrimination of TSS derived from canoni-
cal capped transcripts from those derived from triphosphate
transcripts, total RNA was treated with CIP prior to perform-
ing ReCappable-seq (Figure 1a, Supplementary Figure 1c).
CIP converts tri/di and monophosphorylated ends to 5’OH
[16], abolishing or greatly diminishing the number of reads
mapping at non-Pol-II TSS positions. Comparison of the
ReCappable-seq dataset with the CIP dataset reveals two pop-
ulations composed of CIP resistant and CIP sensitive TSS,
consistent with Pol-II and non-Pol-II transcripts respectively
(Figure 2b).

Pol-II TSS are found at 33,468 positions for 7,186 anno-
tated genes. Consistent with the function of Pol-II polymerase,
the majority (89%) of ReCappable-seq Pol-II TSS are found
either upstream or within protein coding genes (Figure 3a).
There are 5,269 non-Pol-II TSS (Supplementary data 1) ac-
counting for about 50% of the total reads in spite of rep-
resenting only one seventh of all the TSS positions. This
is consistent with the fact that typical non-Pol-II transcripts
are very abundant in the cell. Non-Pol-II TSS are detected
within or upstream of only 326 genes corresponding to rRNA
(mostly 5S RNA, 5.6% of TSS), lincRNA (2.5%), protein cod-
ing genes (2.5%) and miscellaneous RNA (2.6%) (Figure 3a).
In contrast to Pol-II TSS, the vast majority (82.9%) of the non-
Pol-II TSS cannot be assigned to any GENCODE annotation
(Figure 3a). We therefore investigated the origin of the unan-
notated non-pol-II TSS by using specific annotation datasets.
We first compared our non-Pol-II TSS with the comprehen-
sive list of 387 previously published Pol-III genes (including
tRNA prediction)[17] and found that ReCappable-seq detects
non-Pol-II TSS for 327 of these 387 genes. Nonetheless,
ReCappable-seq identifies 2,569 additional non-Pol-II TSS
that cannot be assigned to the list of published Pol-III genes
[17].

Around one third of the non-Pol-II TSS (34%) are derived
from reads mapping to multiple positions in the genome, con-
sistent with the role of these polymerases in transcribing re-
peat elements [18]. Pol-III RNA polymerase for example,
has been previously shown to transcribe repeat genes such
as 5S, 7SK and 7SL [19]. We therefore proceeded with a
genome-wide investigation of TSS relative to repeat genes
and found non-Pol-II TSS at the starts of 5S and 7SL genes
as well as upstream of tRNA, HY, U6 and MIR repeat genes
(Supplementary Figure 5a). This result is in agreement with
previous literature that has assigned transcription of these
repeat genes to Pol-III [18]. Interestingly, a closer look at
the 7SL gene identifies 2 highly expressed TSS at +1 and -1
bp relative to the annotated gene (Figure 4b). The -1 TSS
is mostly eliminated by CIP treatment consistent with the
triphosphorylated nature of the 5’end. Conversely, and to our
surprise, the +1 TSS is not affected by CIP treatment and is
also found by CAGE, consistent with a possible canonical cap
structure at the 5’ end of 7SL, but sharply contrasting with the
body of literature that describe 7SL genes as being transcribed
by Pol-III [19]. We experimentally confirmed the presence
of both TSS using 5’ RACE followed by Sanger sequencing
(Figure 4c, Materials and Methods).

Likewise, TSS identified at the start of 7SK genes appear
resistant to CIP treatment and as such were classified as pol-II
TSS (Supplementary Figure 5a). Studies have shown that the
5’ end of the 7SK transcript contains a unique structure com-
posed of a gamma-phosphate monomethylation on the triphos-
phate [20] conferring resistance to alkaline phosphatase [21].
We therefore investigated whether the gamma -phosphate
monomethylation can block the dephosphorylation activity
of the CIP enzyme and consequently would misclassify 7SK
TSS as pol-II TSS. Briefly, we cloned and isolated the hu-
man methyl phosphate capping enzyme (hMePCE) to add a
gamma-methylation to an in vitro transcript and show that
the gamma-methylated triphosphate end is resistant to CIP
treatment (Supplementary text 1, Supplementary Figure 5b).
Furthermore, VCE can remove the gamma phosphate for the
gamma-methylated triphosphate indicating that VCE can cap
a gamma-methylated triphosphate end (Supplementary text
1). Together, these results explain why 7SK TSS are classified
as CIP resistant TSS and consistent with gamma-phosphate
monomethylation.

This should also be the case for the U6 small nuclear RNA
which is also known to possess a gamma-methyl triphospho-
rylated 5’ end [22]. In our data, however, we found no TSS
signal from the U6 gene at the annotated start, instead we
found CIP sensitive TSS around 20 bp upstream of the U6
annotation (Supplementary Figures 5a, 6b) consistent with
a canonical triphosphate 5’ end at these positions. Interest-
ingly, we found CIP sensitive TSS at the start of the annotated
pseudogene RNAU6ATAC (Supplementary data 1).

Pre-tRNAs have been notoriously difficult to study due
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to rapid processing of primary transcripts relative to the ex-
ceptional stability of the mature tRNA which consequently
accumulates in the cell [23]. With the ability of ReCappable-
seq to capture all primary transcripts, we are now in a unique
position to interrogate the TSS landscape of tRNAs. Using
annotated tRNAs from GtRNAdb [24], we found 3,245 of the
non-Pol-II TSS are located upstream or within tRNA genes
representing the largest fraction of non-Pol-II TSS found by
ReCappable-seq (Supplementary Figure 3).

TSS positions relative to the tRNA annotation highlight a
large number of TSS approximately 5 bp upstream of mature
tRNA 5’ ends (Figure 4a) consistent with previous work using
in vitro transcription which identified TSS located mostly 10
to 2 bp upstream of mature plant tRNAs [25]. Additionally, we
found 3 novel TSS clustered at around -17, +7 and +40bp from
the mature tRNA 5’end (Figure 4a). The downstream TSS
cluster at +40bp is consistent with the notion that tRNAs might
have originated from tRNA halves [26]. Further refinement
relative to the type of tRNA reveals that downstream TSS
are mostly found in leu tRNA and lys tRNA (Supplementary
Figure 7).

ReCappable-seq also identified TSS for the vault RNAs
(Supplementary Figure 6a), RMRP (Supplementary Figure
6c) and RPPH1 genes (Supplementary Figure 6d) among other
genes previously shown to be transcribed by Pol-III.

Beyond TSS annotation, we examined the nucleotide com-
position for Pol-II and non-Pol-II TSS and found that 83.7%
and 79.5% respectively of the +1 nucleotides are A or G and
70.6% and 61.7% respectively of the -1 position are C or
T (Figure 3b) revealing the canonical -1[CT]+1[GA] motifs
typical for TSS. Limiting TSS to uniquely mapped reads, we
also interrogated the conservation profiles around Pol-II and
non-Pol-II TSS. We found a peak of conservation for Pol-II
TSS consistent with the fact that these sites are functional
and therefore under selection (Figure 3c). Interestingly for
non-Pol-II TSS, the conservation profile is very different from
the Pol-II TSS indicating a very different evolutionary conser-
vation for both types of transcripts (Figure 3c).

Genomic marks at non-Pol-II TSS can be distinct from Pol-
II TSS. Consistent with the predicted transcribing polymerase,
we found a higher density of Pol-II ChIP tags [17] around
Pol-II TSS and a higher density of Pol-III ChIP tags around
non-Pol-II TSS (Figure 3d). Interestingly, the Pol-II TSS also
show a lower fraction of Pol-III tags relative to the flanking
regions suggesting that genomic regions at Pol-II TSS are ac-
tively devoid of bound Pol-III. Interestingly, non-Pol-II TSS
show absence of H3K36me3 and H3K79me2 signals (Supple-
mentary Figure 4). H3K36 histone modification marks are
enriched on the gene body region and play important roles in
transcriptional activation [29] while H3K79me2 marks have
been shown to be strongly correlated with gene activity [30].
Our data suggest that the enrichment observed for H3K36me3

and H3K79me2 are specific to Pol-II transcripts (Supplemen-
tary Figure 4). Other histone marks show distinct profiles
at Pol-II and non-Pol-II TSS : H3K27ac for example, is a
known histone mark for regions proximal to the TSS. While
H3K27ac is observed both upstream and downstream of Pol-II
TSS, H3K27ac marks are found only upstream of non-Pol-II
TSS (Supplementary Figure 4). These distinct profiles be-
tween Pol-II and non-Pol-II TSS are also observed to a lesser
degree for the H2AFZ, H3K4me2 and H3K4me3 histone
marks (Supplementary Figure 4).

Distinctive DNase I accessibility profiles can be observed
at Pol-II and non-Pol-II TSS. Pol-II transcripts show max-
imum DNase I accessibility a few nucleotides upstream of
their TSS (Figure 3e) consistent with nucleosome depletion
at pol-II TSS [31]. In contrast, non-Pol-II transcripts show
minimum DNase I accessibility at TSS (Figure 3e). Distinc-
tive nucleosome positioning has been previously observed for
promoters of Pol-II and Pol-III RNA polymerases [32]. These
results further extend the distinctive accessibility of DNA at
TSS of Pol-II and non-Pol-II transcripts and more generally
highlight a remarkably distinct epigenetic landscape for Pol-II
and non-Pol-II TSS.

Identification of the human mitochondrial TSS

The property of ReCappable-seq to capture the 5’ di and
triphosphorylated transcripts offers the unique ability to in-
terrogate the TSS landscape of the mitochondrial genome.
The entire mitochondrial genome is known to be transcribed
from both strands as long polycistronic transcripts [33]. The
light strand promoter (LSP) controls the transcription of eight
of the tRNAs and the MT-ND6 gene. On the heavy strand,
two-promoter systems (HSP1 and HSP2) have historically
been proposed to explain the higher abundance of the rRNAs.
However, the two promoter model remained controversial as
more recent experiments [34][35] suggest that heavy strand
transcription is under the control of a single promoter (HSP1)
and that the difference in abundance may be a consequence of
differential turnover [33].

In agreement with previous literature, ReCappable-seq iden-
tifies LSP and HSP1 TSS at nucleotide resolution: Both TSS
have a strong major peak and a few minor peaks indicative
of an imprecise start of transcription (Supplementary Figure
8a and b). Interestingly, most of the transcripts starting at the
major HSP1 TSS show signs of stuttering with non-templated
adenosine being added to the start of the transcripts (Supple-
mentary Figure 8b). Furthermore, we did not find TSS at
the H2 position reinforcing the absence of an HSP2 promoter
as indicated by previous studies [34][35]. Instead, we found
three putative novel TSSs across the mitochondrial genome,
two on the heavy strand (positions MT:2434 and MT:3242, hu-
man GRC38) and one on the light strand (position MT:16029,
human GRCh38) (Figure 5b). Interestingly, the novel TSS on
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Figure 3. TSS Annotation : a. Pie chart representing the percentage of TSS that are associated with an annotated GENCODE
gene (blue) or not annotated (orange) for Pol-II (upper pie chart) and non-Pol-II (lower pie chart). TSS associated with
annotated genes were further broken down to gene types. b. Nucleotide composition in the 2 kb flanking regions (upper panels)
and a zoom into 15 bp flanking regions (lower panels) for Pol-II TSS (left panels) and non-Pol-II TSS (right panels). 83.66%
and 79.5% of Pol-II and non-Pol-II TSS respectively are starting with A or G. c. Conservation profiles using PhyloP basewise
conservation score [27] derived from Multiz alignment [28] of 100 vertebrate species around Pol-II TSS (black) and non-Pol-II
TSS (orange). d. Pol-II (green) and Pol-III (purple) ChIP-seq binding profiles around Pol-II TSS (right panel) and non-Pol-II
TSS (left panel). e. Open chromatin profiles from ENCODE DNase-seq data for Pol-II (green) and non-Pol-II (purple) TSS.

the light strand (Supplementary Figure 8c) is located 6bp up-
stream for the Proline tRNA and shows similar conformation
to the HSP1 with notable stuttering of non templated adeno-
sine being added to the start of the novel transcripts. Similar
nucleotide composition starting at the TSS can be found for
HSP1, LSP and the predicted novel TSS with AAAGA as the
common motif.

Comparison with CAGE

CAGE technology [4] relies on capturing the canonical cap
structure of Pol-II transcripts using the cap-trapper method
[36] and is considered the best performing method for TSS
analysis [5]. We evaluated how ReCappable-seq results com-
pare with CAGE by performing CAGE experiments on the

same starting material.

Technical replicates of CAGE experiments were performed
(Materials and Methods) and approximately 30 million 50 bp
single end reads were obtained. CAGE reads were mapped to
the reference human genome (GRCh38) and analyzed using
the same pipeline as that used for ReCappable-seq described
in the Methods section. Similar to ReCappable-seq, CAGE
datasets show very good reproducibility between technical
replicates (Pearson corr=0.99, P-value < 2.2e-16, Supplemen-
tary Figure 1d). CAGE replicates were combined to obtain the
same number of mappable reads relative to ReCappable-seq.

A. Total reads

We first determined the percentage of reads mapping to
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Figure 4. a. Non-Pol-II TSS flanking tRNA annotations. Top panel visualizes individual non-Pol-II TSS relative to the 5’ end
of the annotated mature tRNA (in bp) as a function of the TPM. Bottom panel represent the distribution of the non-Pol-II TSS
relative to the start of the annotated tRNA starts (in bp). b. Example of the 7SL (RN7SL1) locus showing the distribution 5’end
of mapped reads for Recappable-seq (panel 1), CIP treated Recappable-seq (panel 2) CAGE (panel 3), Pol-II ChIP-seq (Panel 4,
density of reads) and RNA-seq reads (panel 5). Floating panel represents a close up of the 5’end of the RN7SL1 with
essentially two TSS at -1 and +1 of the annotated RN7SL1. Only the most 5’ mapped end of the reads is represented for
Recappable-seq (panel 1), CIP treated Recappable-seq (panel 2) and CAGE (panel 3) to highlight the TSS positions. c.
Validation of the two TSS identified for 7SL using RACE. The amplified fragments were directly sequenced using sanger
sequencing with a primer located in the 7SL gene (Material and Methods). The sequencing trace reveals two products ligated to
the RACE adaptor resulting from two alternative transcript starts corresponding to TSS1 and TSS2.

ribosomal RNA genes. Since processed rRNAs in this context
should be considered as background contamination, similar
background contamination can be expected from degraded
or processed mRNA. We found that the CAGE dataset has
34% of contaminating rRNA (Supplementary Figure 2) con-
trasting with ReCappable-seq with only 3% remaining rRNA
(Supplementary Figure 2). This difference indicates a substan-
tially higher level of non-capped processed RNA in CAGE
compared to ReCappable-seq libraries.

Another measure of contamination with non-primary 5’end
reads is the fraction of genomic positions with single-read
evidence only (singleton positions). These positions may be

indicative of very weak TSS or, more likely, are the result of
contamination with processed or degraded RNA. We found
that 62% of the genomic positions found by CAGE are sin-
gleton positions compared to only 35% for ReCappable-seq.
Singletons and low-coverage positions are typically removed
from downstream analysis representing a notable loss of data
in CAGE libraries. These results indicate an appreciable con-
tamination with non-capped RNA in the CAGE libraries.

B. TSS positions at single nucleotide resolution :

CAGE is limited to Pol-II TSS, therefore we restricted
the ReCappable-seq dataset to CIP resistant TSS consistent
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with transcripts derived only from Pol-II. Furthermore, CAGE
libraries do not enable the equivalent of the ReCappable-seq
unenriched control libraries to be obtained, preventing the
identification of high confidence TSS in a similar manner.
For direct comparison, we used ReCappable-seq Pol-II TSS
without applying the enrichment score cutoff (Material and
Methods, Figure 2b, quadrants III and IV). From this total
of 42,988 candidate TSS we determined that the subset of
37,111 CIP resistant Pol-II candidate TSS detects 7,216 genes
(Figure 5a). For CAGE, 92,786 TSS were identified detecting
a total of 9,536 genes. The positions of both CAGE and
ReCappable-seq Pol-II candidate TSS are in agreement, with
76% of ReCappable-seq positions located within 5bp of a
CAGE position.

Uniquely mapped TSS are found evenly distributed across
chromosomes with the notable exception of the mitochondrial
genome: in total there are 18 candidate TSS positions in the
mitochondrial genome (amongst them, 14 are high confidence
TSS positions) defined by ReCappable-seq, from which 10
positions are located within 10 bp of the two known TSS [33]
downstream of the hHSP1 (H-strand) and the hLSP (L-strand)
promoters (Figure 5b). In contrast, there are 730 TSS iden-
tified by CAGE distributed across the entire mitochondrial
chromosome (Figure 5b). Because the number of mitochon-
drial TSS is known to be limited to only 2-3 TSS in the human
mitochondrial genome [33], the presence of a large number
of sites in the CAGE dataset is indicative of spurious TSS.
Furthermore, more than half of the CAGE mitochondrial TSS
(487) are located within the ribosomal genes known to be the
most highly expressed locus of the mitochondrial genome. We
confirmed high level of mitochondrial rRNA expression by
performing RNA-seq from total RNA (Figure 5b). The same
overall trend is obtained on a nuclear rRNA locus with 2,955
CAGE TSS predicted within the rRNA locus versus only 487
Pol-II ReCappable-seq candidate TSS (among which 61 are
high confidence TSS) (Supplementary Figure 9a). This large
number of spurious CAGE TSS in the mitochondrial genome,
specifically in the rRNA locus demonstrate a higher back-
ground level in CAGE data compared to ReCappable-seq.

To examine whether this background of CAGE also applies
to nuclear derived protein coding transcripts, we used RNA-
seq to identify the top 300 highly expressed protein coding
genes in the human nuclear genome (Supplementary data 1).
CAGE and ReCappable-seq identified TSS for 291 and 282
genes respectively. While most of the TSS are located near
the 5’end of each gene for both technologies, more CAGE
TSS can be found dispersed across the gene body as compared
to Recappable-seq candidate TSS (Supplementary Figure 9b).
Again, this pattern is indicative of lower false positive rate of
TSS in ReCappable-seq data.

C. Clustered TSS:

We identified TSS clusters based on clustering of reads

within a 20 bp window. Clusters containing at least one po-
sition with TPM >= 1 were compiled resulting in 11,569
TSS clusters for CAGE and 10,802 Pol-II candidate TSS clus-
ters for ReCappable-seq. A total of 6,876 clusters (64%) are
shared between CAGE and ReCappable-seq. Clusters ob-
tained using CAGE are systematically larger with a median
of 148 bp for CAGE compared to 69 bp for ReCappable-seq
(Figure 5d). Using the shared clusters, we refined cluster sizes
to common interval between CAGE and ReCappable-seq and
compared both the total number of reads and genomic posi-
tions per common genomic interval for each dataset. While
CAGE and ReCappable-seq show acceptable correlation in
terms of number of reads per cluster, CAGE systematically
detects more TSS positions per cluster (Figure 5c). These
results together with the rRNA analysis above, indicate that
there is a higher background level in CAGE data and this
background is affecting the cluster boundaries and the number
of individual TSS per cluster.

Collectively, our results indicate that ReCappable-seq has
higher specificity for TSS compared to CAGE. The higher
specificity of ReCappable-seq impacts its performance on
3 levels : first, fewer reads map to either ribosomal loci or
are singletons/low coverage positions which are discarded,
therefore allowing a lower sequencing depth than CAGE. Sec-
ond, a smaller number of false positive TSS are detected by
ReCappable-seq leading to an improved annotation of pre-
dicted isoforms and promoters. Finally, ReCappable-seq TSS
clusters are narrower with fewer false positive positions than
CAGE.

Discussion

In this work, we describe a novel technology, ReCappable-
seq, which identifies eukaryotic TSS of all primary transcripts
genome-wide at single nucleotide resolution. ReCappable-seq
identifies TSS independently of the transcribing polymerases
because it captures capped and triphosphorylated primary
transcripts. In this respect, ReCappable-seq represents a sig-
nificant departure from existing technologies that either target
prokaryotic TSS [37] [9] or eukaryotic Pol-II TSS [5]. With
the growing realization of the impact of non-coding RNA, the
ability of ReCappable-seq to provide the global landscape of
TSS is an important advance.

Similarly, ReCappable-seq can be applied to complex com-
munities composed of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic or-
ganisms with the expected outcome of detecting all TSS re-
gardless of the organism or transcribing polymerases while
simultaneously depleting mature rRNA.

In this study we focused on the human transcriptome and
demonstrate that ReCappable-seq identifies TSS from tran-
scripts derived from Pol-I, Pol-II, Pol-III and POLRMT RNA
polymerases. ReCappable-seq is in good agreement with
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Figure 5. ReCappable-seq compared to CAGE. a. ReCappable-seq (ALL) and CIP treated ReCappable-seq (CIP) positions
were compared to define the Pol-II consistent TSS fraction. The resulting 37,111 Pol-II TSS were compared with CAGE.b.
ReCappable-seq high confidence TSS (top panel), ReCappable-seq candidate TSS (middle panel), and CAGE TSS (bottom
panel) located on the plus strand (left panels) and minus strand (right panels) of the mitochondrial genome. RNA-seq data are
shown in gray. c. Comparison between the number of TSS reads in ReCappable-seq versus CAGE (left) and TSS genomic
positions in ReCappable-seq versus CAGE (Right). d. Distribution of CAGE clusters (dark orange) and ReCappable-seq
clusters (light orange) as a function of their size (in bp, x-axis).

CAGE results while offering higher specificity for the 5’ end
of primary RNA transcripts. We further confirm the specificity
of ReCappable-seq for genuine TSS by demonstrating that the
TSS obtained from highly degraded samples are comparable
to TSS obtained using intact RNA.

ReCappable-seq can be complemented with an unenriched
control library to better discriminate between primary and
processed transcripts leading to the identification of high con-
fidence TSS. With an estimated <10% of false positive TSS

positions, this step is optional but is very useful for studying
highly expressed genes. This higher specificity is particularly
evident when contrasting the TSS landscape of ReCappable-
seq and CAGE in the mitochondrial genome: it is reasonable
to conclude that the 730 TSS identified by CAGE are false pos-
itives since none of the mitochondrial derived transcripts are
known to be G capped. In contrast, the high confidence TSS
of ReCappable-seq identifies the known hHSP1 and hLSP
TSS and also only a handful of novel high confidence TSS.
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Finally, by complementing with a library where the ReCap-
pable protocol is preceded by a dephosphorylation (CIP) step,
TSS can be classified into Pol-II and non-Pol-II consistent
TSS. We have shown that this classification of TSS into two
distinct groups based on the sensitivity to CIP treatment is
accurate for transcripts with canonical cap structures, which
correspond to the vast majority of transcripts. Interestingly,
ReCappable-seq identifies some unusual Pol-II consistent tran-
scripts that are not capped with the canonical cap structure.
We show for example, that while 7SK RNA is a known Pol-III
transcript, the TSS of 7SK genes appear CIP resistant. This
disparity is due to the CIP resistant gamma-methylated triphos-
phate found in 5’ends of 7SK transcripts and consequently the
7SK TSS is classified here as Pol-II consistent. The known
Pol-III transcript 7SL, is another example of interesting tran-
script with two adjacent 5’ ends. The one corresponding to the
annotated gene start is classified as Pol-II while the other one
located one nucleotide upstream is classified as Pol-III. Al-
though, theoretically, the Pol-II classification may be a result
of the inability of the CIP enzyme to access the triphosphate 5’
end, this Pol-II consistent TSS is confirmed by CAGE (Figure
4b). Further investigation is required to uncover the exact
nature of the 7SL 5’ cap structure.

Beyond the 7SL and 7SK examples, the systematic comple-
mentation of ReCappable-seq results with orthogonal datasets
such as CAGE, can be used as a discovery platform to identify
other interesting non-canonical capped structures. Indeed a
number of non-canonical CAP structures recently reported
[38] [39] [40] are expected to have distinctive outcomes. For
example the trimethyl G cap is expected to be resistant to
yDcpS [11] but captured by CAGE, leading to a discrepancy
between ReCappable-seq and CAGE. Despite trimethyl G cap
having been described on U1, U2, U4, and U5 snRNAs [41],
ReCappable-seq identifies a clear pol-II consistent TSS at the
start of these genes suggesting that only a fraction of the 5’
end of these transcripts has been fully methylated to trimethyl
G.

NAD cap is another structure that will not be decapped by
yDcpS [11] but captured by CAGE because of the presence
of the 2’, 3’ diol on the ribose. As an example, the HSP1 TSS
in the mitochondria has a strong CAGE signal consistent with
the NAD cap recently reported in human mitochondria [39]
while ReCappable-seq shows a CIP sensitive signal consistent
with a triphosphate end. Taken together, these results suggest
a mixed population of RNA 5’ ends at the HSP1 TSS position.

Finally, with the ability to identify the 5’ ends of pri-
mary transcripts with or without a canonical cap structure,
ReCappable-seq reveals a rich landscape of novel TSS that
were unknown due to the lack of appropriate technologies to
investigate them.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary Data 1 : List of TSS found in the human
genome (GRCh38). Columns correspond to Chr (chromo-
some), TSS (position of the TSS, 1-coordinates), strand (+
or -), TPM (TSS tags per million), Ratio Control (TPM
ReCappable-seq divided by TPM unenriched control), Ra-
tio CIP (TPM ReCappable-seq divided by TPM CIP), Ratio
CAGE ((TPM ReCappable-seq divided by TPM CAGE), fea-
ture (quadrant I, II, III or IV according to Figure 2b), source
(annotation source, either GENCODE or tRNA prediction),
geneType (annotation type), gene (name of the associated
gene). N.A. corresponds to TSS with unknown origin.

Supplementary Data 2 : List of TSS clusters defined by
ReCappable-seq. Columns represent Chr (chromosome), source,
feature, Start of TSS cluster, End of TSS cluster, Total TPM
of cluster, strand (+ or -), coordination, attribute. Attribute
contains: number of tags of all the TSS in the cluster (nio),
total TPM of all the TSS in the cluster (TPM), TSS position
with the largest number of tags in the cluster (summit), num-
ber of tags of the summit (nio summit), TPM of the summit
(TPM summit).

Data availability

Sequencing data and processed results were deposited and
available on GEO (GSE132660).

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE132660).
High confidence TSS defined by ReCappable-seq have been
uploaded as a custom track in the UCSC genome browser:

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/s/rezo/ReCappable-seq). High con-
fidence TSS defined by ReCappable-seq; bedGraph format;
negative data values represent CIP sensitive TSS (Quadrant II),
positive data values represents CIP resistant TSS (Quadrant
IV, Figure 2).
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Supplementary Figure 1 : Correlation between technical replicates for a. ReCappable-seq experiments, b. ReCappable-seq
performed on degraded sample, c. CIP treated ReCappable-seq (CIP) experiment and d. CAGE experiments. Only the 50 first
bases of read 1 were mapped (see Material and Methods) and the replicates were subsequently combined and downsampled to
63 million mappable reads for consistency.
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Supplementary Figure 2 : a. Percentage of reads mapping to Ribosomal loci compared to all mapping reads in the
ReCappable-seq and CAGE datasets. Unenriched control datasets denote Recappable-seq datasets for which the Streptavidin
step has been omitted. b. Mapping profiles of ReCappable-seq (top panel), CIP (middle panel) and ReCappable-seq performed
on pre-fragmented RNA (bottom panel) upstream of the ENO1 gene. c. Profiles (top panels) and density map (bottom panels)
of reads relative to annotated genes for ReCappable-seq, CIP, pre-fragmented, CAGE and unenriched control (minus
streptavidin) libraries using deeptools [42]. d. Correlation (corr = 0.76, P-value < 2.2e-16) between TPM from
ReCappable-seq derived from intact starting material (x axis) and pre-fragmented starting material (y axis).
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Supplementary Figure 3 : Distribution of the ReCappable-seq TSS based on the ratio between TPM-ALL and TPM-Ct (x axis)
and the ratio between TPM-ALL and TPM-CIP (y axis). Color of the TSS represents the ratio between TPM-ALL and TPM
CAGE. a. Subset of the TSS (36,095) assigned to genes in GENCODE annotation and the tRNA prediction. b. Subset of the
TSS (6,893) not assigned to any gene. c. TSS from (a) assigned to individual gene types. The number on the left-bottom corner
of each quadrant represents the number of TSS assigned to the corresponding gene type.
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Supplementary Figure 4 : Epigenetic marks in a 4 kb window centred at the Pol-II (green) and non-Pol-II (purple) TSS.
Epigenetic marks were derived from publically available ChIP-seq or DNase-seq ENCODE data performed on human A549
cells.
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Supplementary Figure 5 : a. Position of the Pol-II (left panels), non-Pol-II (middle panels) consistent TSS and CAGE TSS
(right panel) relative to repeat start sites for 5S, 7SK, 7SL, HY, MIR, tRNA and U repeats. b. Remaining acid insoluble
radioactivity (cpm, y-axis) after TCA precipitation of a 300 nucleotide RNA made by in vitro transcription which had been
labeled with a tritiated methyl group on its 5’ gamma phosphate and incubated with either CIP, VCE or RNASE I
(Supplementary Text1).
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Supplementary Figure 6 : a. Genomic profile of the Vault 2.1 gene. b. Genomic profile of one of the U6 gene. c. Genomic
profile of the RMRP gene. d. Genomic profile of the RPPH1 gene. Red arrows denote the positions with the highest density of
reads starting at these locations. RACE experiments were performed on both the RMRP and the RPPH1 transcripts revealing
one transcript start for RPPH1 and two transcript starts for RMRP.
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Figure 6. Supplementary Figure 7 : Non-Pol-II TSS
distribution around tRNA classified according to the type of
tRNA. red arrows represent notable TSS clusters.
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Supplementary figure 8 : Identification of mitochondrial TSS. a. LSP locus, b. HSP1 locus, c. Locus containing a putative
novel light strand TSS. Upper panel describes the density of reads starting at various genomic locations in the mitochondrial
genome for ReCappable-seq (top), CIP (middle) and CAGE (bottom). The lower panel displays an IGV screenshot of a subset
of the mapped reads in the forward (pink) and reverse (blue) orientation. Soft-clipped sections of the reads are colored
according to the nucleotide type : A (green), T (red), G (orange) and C (blue).

Supplementary figure 9 : a. ReCappable-seq high confidence TSS (top panel), ReCappable-seq candidate TSS (Middle panel)
and CAGE TSS (bottom panel) located on the 45S locus on chr21. b. CAGE TSS (top panel) and ReCappable-seq candidate
TSS (bottom panel) coverage in the gene body of the 300 most highly expressed protein coding genes
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